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My name is Carol Conover and I live in Evendale on 3254 LaMarc Trail, Cincinnati, OH
45241.

This is less than 1 mile from the proposed green route. I work in Reading Ohio and my office
is less than 1500 feet from the proposed green route. Five days a week I go to the Tri-Health
fitness pavilion to rehab from an injury. This is right next to the proposed red route. Two days
a week during the school year I pick my grandchildren up from school, I drive down Kenwood
Road past Kenwood Mall. Again right along the proposed red route. Either proposal puts my
family in close proximity to the risks of a high pressure pipeline.

I understand the appointees are new. I hope that you see your job is to balance need and public
safety with power requirements, not to help corporations promote unnecessary growth or
improve their profits and dividends for shareholders. Please take that job seriously and
investigate the need for and placement of a transmission pipeline in a highly populated area.
Don't just take the word of Duke energy. This is the company that allowed toxic coal ash to
spill into the Dan River in 2014. They were fined millions of dollars for their destruction to the
environment. They did not learn from this, in 2018 hurricane Florence spilled their coal ash
into the Cape Fear River. For years we have seen hurricanes produce higher and higher
amounts of rain. Duke was not proactive in preventing this spill.

Duke maintains they can maintain this high-pressure pipeline safely. Perhaps in a perfect
world they could but we do not live in a perfect world. Storms, accidents and natural disasters
happen routinely in our not so perfect world. Please investigate their claims for need and the
location before you allow them to build a pipeline through a densely populated area; our
homes, our businesses, our schools, our places of worship, our stores, and our roads.

Thank you,

Carol Conover
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Subject: Case#16-0253-GA-BTX. Does anyone read this?

Dear Members of the OPSB,

I have written several times about my concerns about Duke’s proposed Central Corridor
Pipeline Extension project (OPSB Case #16-0253-GA-BTX). I am extremely concerned about
the process so far and I have sent a similar correspondence to the Governor that I am sending
you today.

The OPSB public hearing was held in Cincinnati on March 21 and, like the previous June
2017 meeting, not one member of the OPSB was present. I and others had written to members
encouraging them to attend, and it seems our emails were not even read because several of us
got an identical response from one member who told us about the hearing! If the voting OPSB
members cannot even take the time to read a short email, how can we believe they will take
the time to listen to the five hours of public testimony that they missed, much less the more
than five hours of testimony from two years ago? And yet you are going to vote on a project
you know little about except from a poorly researched staff report that relied totally on Duke’s
arguments, but never investigated the credible arguments that challenged the need for the
project, nor the total lack of consideration of public convenience, impact and safety.

I ask the Board to conduct a thorough, unbiased investigation of this project, and if they
cannot, delegate that to an outside, unbiased party. Otherwise, this is a glaring example of
regulatory capture, and is an illegitimate process.

Sincerely,

Ann Chisko
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The proposed pipeline is a definite threat to the safety of myself and many members of my
family and friends, and should never be allowed. It is not needed and particularly through such
a populated area. I have attended the most recent meeting only to find that representatives
from the Citing Board had not attended the previous meeting, so that they could hear our side
of the story. Why is that. The alternate route would go right down the middle of a street where
many older residents and young children live. The danger of the high pressure pipeline will
cause property values to plummet and is right down the street of. A new state of the art K-12
school that would increase be filled with ALL of the towns children, I deplore you to tell Duke
to look for less populated farmlands all over our state of Ohio! Sincerely A very concerned tax
paying citizen that already pays enough to the powerful Duke company.

Leah Wilson
Cincinnati, Ohio
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